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1 Introduction

We consider a model of a deterministic (Ma,Mw)-agent withMa bits of internal
memory andMw bits at each node of some graph G that is able to visit vertices
and traverse edges of G. The memory at each node is accesible only upon visiting
to that node. The goal of the agent is to explore an anonymous and initially
unknown G, i.e. visit all its n nodes. We assume that there is no global labeling
of nodes but we assume local port-labeling i.e., edges outgoing from each node
of degree d are uniquely labeled with numbers from 1 to d. The label of the port
via which the agent entered to its current location is not a part of the input to
our agent hence Ma +Mw ≥ log2 d as each deterministic algorithm needs at
least d di�erent inputs to produce d di�erent outputs at each node.

2 Upper bounds

Exploration by a (0, log d)-agent is possible using Rotor-Router that works
in pessimistic time Θ(mD) [1,4] in any graph with m edges and diameter D. In
Rotor-Router the agent upon consecutive visits to node v is propagated to
neighbors of v in a round-robin fashion. Previous work on Rotor-Router [1,4]
showed that this procedure exhibits the following regular structure. In subse-
quent phases, it traverses Eulerian cycles of subgraphs of directed symmetric
version of G, where i-th phase starts with the i-th traversal of the arc associated
with port 1 outgoing from the starting vertex. In each phase, Rotor-Router
follows the same trajectory as in previous phases, with the exception that each
so-called border vertex v (a vertex whose set of outgoing arcs contains both
traversed and not traversed arcs at the beginning of a given phase) is a root of
a new exploration subphase. In an exploration subphase, some neighborhood of
border vertex v is explored, including all unvisited neighbors of v, potentially
creating new border vertices.

Algorithm overview. In our algorithm One-bit, the agent carries one bit of
information (two states: α-MODE and β-MODE), that is whether the last seen
vertex was visited at most deg(v) times or not. Exploration subphase in one non-
interrupted α-MODE resembles an exploration subphase from Rotor-Router,
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that is starting each time from some border vertex v, and ending in the same
vertex v, while traversing only new arcs. Denote a sequence of vertices visited by
v0 = v, v1, . . . , vk = v. When returning to v for the deg(v)-th time, the algorithm
detects that every neighbor of v was visited, and switches to β-MODE, where
agent will follow the same sequence v0, v1, . . . , vk traversing each arc for the
second time. However, whenever in a β-MODE the agent detects that its current
location is a new border vertex, let us call it vi, then current β-MODE will be
interrupted by a subsequent (recursive) phases of α-MODE and β-MODE both
starting and ending in vi. Only after those two phases (and possible recursive
ones), the agent will fall back to original β-MODE traversal and continue to vi+1.

The trajectory of One-bit occurs as an emergent behavior of using round-
robin propagation, as agent memory is too small to store anything relevant to the
phases. It is important to note that even if locally the walk resembles Rotor-
Router, the global structure of both walks are di�erent (think of DFS vs. BFS).

Theorem 1. An (1,O(log d))-agent following algorithm One-bit explores with

return any graph in time 4m, by traversing every edge twice in each direction.

Moreover, after the exploration is completed, the memory state of the agent and

of each node is equal to the initial state.

3 Lower bounds

Exploration using a (∞, 0)-agent corresponds to a well known problem of Uni-
versal Traversal Sequences. Exploration time in this model is lower bounded by
Ω(n1.51) on the path [3] and by Ω(n4) in general graphs [2]. We show lower bound
for (0,∞)-agent. The following theorem is an evidence that the Rotor-Router
is the best strategy for oblivious agent with memory on nodes.

Theorem 2. For any (0,∞)-agent the worst-case exploration time of graph G
is at least (n− 1)2 if G is a path and Ω(n3) if G can be an arbitrary graph.

4 Conclusions

We showed that in the model with unknown inport having only one type of mem-
ory leads to pessimistic exploration time Ω(n3). On the other hand (1,O(log d))-
agent can explore in optimal time 4m. Secondly we show that a single type of
memory cannot guarantee that the agent will stop after completeing the task
while our One-bit algorithm for (1,O(log d))-agent has this property.
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